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Coach:
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Theme:

Team/Age:

U10s

Session 6: Goalkeeping

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Body movement
-Controlling ball while body is off
balance, twisted etc...

Activity 1

BALL NASTICS: (10-15min)
Pairs. Kids do various
activities as you instruct
with the ball (using hands is
fine). Pair tick-tocks, Over
under (back to back and
pass ball over head then
between feet), Left-right
(same as over-under but
pass left to right), have
them walk with the ball
wedged between backs

Click to insert session diagram

Progression:
Bowl with weak hand

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

4 GOAL & 4 GOALKEEPERS
(15-20min)
Set up 4 goals about 20
yards apart from each
other. Keeper in each goal.
Keeper tries to bowl ball
into any of the other 3
goals. Keeper makes save
and tries to bowl into any of
the goals. Play to a certain
number of points.

Progression:
-One hand catching
-Each person have a ball and circle
it around leg, waist, head, figure 8
around legs

-Receiving technique
-Bowling technique
-Movement
-"Bank"

Activity 2

BOWLING GATE PASSING
(10-15min)
Set up various 1-2 yard
gates around a grid.
Partners have one ball and
bowl the ball between the
gates to other partner.
Then move to another gate.

Objectives

-Bowling technique
-Low ball technique
-Angle play and movement
-Proper stance
Progression
-Balls can be thrown in the air
Click to insert session diagram

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

7V7
(20-25min)

Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points
-Finger tips
-Watch the ball the entire time
-Don't give teammate the ball
make them take it.

-Get feet and body behind ball.
Stay off knees. Don't spread feet
but bend knees.
-Bring the ball to the "Bank" (ball at
chest with arms at either side of
ball going vertical, hands at top
and elbows toward ground)
-Bend knees and get low to bowl
the ball. Try not to have it bounce
Discovery Question:
-Why is bowling a good way to
distribute the ball
-Why do we bring the ball to the
"bank?"

-Always protect near post
-Stay off the line
-Stance: legs shoulder width apart,
legs bent, leaning forward, hands
and arms like playing piano
Discovery Question:
-Why is it important to protect the
near post
-After a save did you bowl the ball
quickly or wait? Why?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
How are you teaching the kids to
handle tough situations? Talk with
them about expectations when
they loose, when they win.
HOMEWORK:
Do any of the ball nastics
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